Proline
Semi and fully automated working processes are essential in
modern production.
The Proline series saws offer high precision of positioning
and repeating as well as simple control thanks to which they
achieve high performance in fully automated plants.
With their simple but comfotrable control, the Proline saws
provide an ideal and affordable solution to your requirements
on material division.
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Proline 320.280 H
This universal semiautomatic bandsaw of a double-column
construction, designed for perpendicular cuts of materials up
to 280 mm in diameter, provides high quality at an affordable
price.
The saw arm is guided by two robust columns and laid on
preloaded, no-clearance linear guiding on one side and on auxiliary guiding on the other side.
The excellent cutting performance results from these features:
a three-sided hardmetal precision guide of the 34 mm high saw
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band and synchronous running brush for chips removal.
Material clamping is performed by a full-stroke sectional vice.
The material feed is manual. The cut material outlet is ﬁtted
with a slide.
The saw band drive is equipped with a frequency convertor
that allows the band’s optimal speed to be set against the processed material within the 20-120 m/min range; this signiﬁcantly increases both the saw band lifetime and the machine
productivity.

Further, the band is tilted against the vice load surface at 2°
angle, which also signiﬁcantly reduces cutting times and contributes to a longer band lifetime.
Thanks to their arms rigidity, double-column bandsaws with a
ﬁxed arm position achieve much shorter cutting times (especially in cutting full materials) than machines with articulated
saw arms.

Arm laid on linear guiding

Both-sided linear guiding of the saw arm

Automatic downfeed pressure
regulation

Simple and clearly arranged
control

Cleaning brush

Machine anchoring
Hardmetal saw band precision
guide

Cut material slide

Proline 320.280 H

Standard equipment includes automatic downfeed pressure regulation (AFDR system). The machine
may be equipped with a wide range of optional accessories. Cutting lines according to speciﬁc
customers’ requirements may be built by adding various handling systems.

Price list

Cutting parameters
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* all the prices are excluding VAT

280

320x280

320x280

280

150

150

320x140

Technical data

Machine dimensions

Working mode ................................. semiautomatic
Mitre cuts range ................................................... 0°
Drive ..................................... 3 kW, 3x400 V/50 Hz
Saw band speed ............................ 20 - 120 m/min.
Saw band dimensions .............. 4 580x34x1,1 mm
Material loading height ............................. 780 mm

Length.......................................... 2 172 mm
Width .......................................... 1 197 mm
Height ......................................... 1 771 mm
Weight .............................................. 800 kg

Conveyors and accessories

0°
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Proline 320.280 H

With a wide range of accessories and connection pieces to BOMAR bandsaws, the “T” System is an ideal
partner for handling material in your workshop. For handling heavier materials the X series conveyors may
be used. Thanks to their default length,roller tracks may be ﬂexibly adjusted to any environment.

Connection of the conveyor to the machine - detail

Steel rollers of the „T“ series
conveyors provide smooth material
feeding
„T“ type roller conveyor

Adjustable feet for easier
adjustment of the ground

Sample assembly
Ord.num.

Description

Marking

101.334.B1

Proline 320.280 H

253.T442-06-6D3

Roller conveyor - 2m input

T440-2G

253.T442-06-6D3

Roller conveyor - 2m output

T440-2G

EUR/Pcs

Innovative accessories
Proline 320.280 H bandsaw is supplied with unrivalled equipment. With intelligent optional equipment and accessories,
the machine may be adapted precisely to individual requirements.
…for more information see page 110

Micro-spray system

Saw band tension indicator

Chip removing gun

For ideal cutting of pipes and proﬁles,
the micro-spray unit applies a grease
ﬁlm on the teeth points and lateral sides
of the saw band.

The saw band tension indicator provides
permanent control of the band tension,
even during the machine operation.

Tool for fast and easy cleaning of
the machine from chips and burrs.

Laser Liner

Clamping pressure regulation

Workspace lighting

The laser unit copies the exact line in
the saw band axis to the material. Laser
Liner allows precise adjustment of the
marked material.

Clamping pressure of both clamping
cylinders is set centrally to prevent
deformations of thin-wall pipes and
proﬁles.

A halogen lamp for lighting the
workspace, adjustable and mounted
on the ﬂexible arm.

Bundle clamping device

Third coolant supply

Tenzomat

Device for clamping materials in layers
and bundles with the use of an additional
vertical clamping unit.

The third coolant supply is used for extra
wide materials. The coolant supply is
ﬂexible and may be individually adjusted
to the material shape.

A precise measuring tool for the
control of the saw band tension
when a new band is installed.
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Proline 420.350 H
This semiautomatic bandsaw of a double-column construction,
designed for perpendicular cuts of materials up to 350 mm in
diameter, provides high quality at an affordable price.
The saw arm is guided by two robust columns and laid on
preloaded, no-clearance linear guiding on one side and on auxiliary guiding on the other side.
The excellent cutting performance results from these features:
a three-sided hardmetal precision guide of the 34 mm high saw
band and synchronous running brush for chips removal.
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Material clamping is performed by a full-stroke sectional vice.
The material feed is manual. The cut material outlet is ﬁtted
with a slide.
The saw band drive is equipped with a frequency convertor
that allows the band’s optimal speed to be set against the processed material within the 20-120 m/min range; this signiﬁcantly increases both the saw band lifetime and the machine
productivity.
The band is tilted against the vice load surface at 2° angle,

which signiﬁcantly reduces cutting times and contributes to a
longer saw band lifetime.
Thanks to their arms rigidity, double-column bandsaws with a
ﬁxed arm position achieve much shorter cutting times (especially in cutting full materials) than machines with articulated
saw arms.

Arm laid on linear guiding

Both-sided linear guiding of the saw arm

Automatic downfeed pressure
regulation

Simple and clearly arranged
control

Cleaning brush

Machine anchoring
Hardmetal saw band precision
guide

Cut material slide

Proline 420.350 H

Standard equipment includes automatic downfeed pressure regulation (AFDR system). The machine
may be equipped with a wide range of optional accessories. Cutting lines according to speciﬁc
customers’ requirements may be built by adding various handling systems.

Price list

Cutting parameters
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* all the prices are excluding VAT

350

420x350

420x350

350

250

250

420x175

Technical data

Machine dimensions

Working mode ................................. semiautomatic
Mitre cuts range ................................................... 0°
Drive ..................................... 3 kW, 3x400 V/50 Hz
Saw band speed ............................ 20 - 120 m/min.
Saw band dimensions .............. 4 780x34x1,1 mm
Material loading height ............................. 780 mm

Length.......................................... 2 325 mm
Width .......................................... 1 197 mm
Height ......................................... 1 997 mm
Weight .............................................. 800 kg

Conveyors and accessories

0°
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Proline 420.350 H

With a wide range of accessories and connection pieces to BOMAR bandsaws, the “T” System is an ideal
partner for handling material in your workshop. For handling heavier materials the X series conveyors may
be used. Thanks to their default length,roller tracks may be ﬂexibly adjusted to any environment.

Connection of the conveyor to the machine - detail

Steel rollers of the „T“ series
conveyors provide smooth material
feeding
„T“ type roller conveyor

Adjustable feet for easier
adjustment of the ground

Sample assembly
Ord.num.

Description

Marking

EUR/Pcs

Proline 420.350 H
253.T442-06-6D3

Roller conveyor - 2m input

T440-2G

253.T442-06-6D3

Roller conveyor - 2m output

T440-2G

Innovative accessories
Proline 420.350 H bandsaw is supplied with unrivalled equipment. With intelligent optional equipment and accessories,
the machine may be adapted precisely to individual requirements.
…for more information see page 110

Micro-spray system

Saw band tension indicator

Chip removing gun

For ideal cutting of pipes and proﬁles,
the micro-spray unit applies a grease
ﬁlm on the teeth points and lateral sides
of the saw band.

The saw band tension indicator provides
permanent control of the band tension,
even during the machine operation.

Tool for fast and easy cleaning of
the machine from chips and burrs.

Laser Liner

Clamping pressure regulation

Workspace lighting

The laser unit copies the exact line in
the saw band axis to the material. Laser
Liner allows precise adjustment of the
marked material.

Clamping pressure of both clamping
cylinders is set centrally to prevent
deformations of thin-wall pipes and
proﬁles.

A halogen lamp for lighting the
workspace, adjustable and mounted
on the ﬂexible arm.

Bundle clamping device

Third coolant supply

Tenzomat

Device for clamping materials in layers
and bundles with the use of an additional
vertical clamping unit.

The third coolant supply is used for extra
wide materials. The coolant supply is
ﬂexible and may be individually adjusted
to the material shape.

A precise measuring tool for the
control of the saw band tension
when a new band is installed.
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Proline 520.450 H
This semiautomatic bandsaw of a double-column construction,
designed for perpendicular cuts of materials up to 450 mm in
diameter, provides high quality and performance at an affordable price.
The saw arm is guided by two robust columns and laid on
preloaded, no-clearance linear guiding on one side and on auxiliary guiding on the other side.
The excellent cutting performance results from these features:
a three-sided hardmetal precision guide of the 34 mm high saw
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band and synchronous running brush for chips removal.
Material clamping is performed by a full-stroke sectional vice.
The material feed is manual. The cut material outlet is ﬁtted
with a slide.
The saw band drive is equipped with a frequency convertor
that allows the band’s optimal speed to be set against the processed material within the 20-120 m/min range; this signiﬁcantly increases both the saw band lifetime and the machine
productivity.

The band is tilted against the vice load surface at 2° angle,
which signiﬁcantly reduces cutting times and contributes to a
longer saw band lifetime.
Thanks to their arms rigidity, double-column bandsaws with a
ﬁxed arm position achieve much shorter cutting times (especially in cutting full materials) than machines with articulated
saw arms.

Arm laid on linear guiding

Both-sided linear guiding of the saw arm

Automatic downfeed pressure
regulation

Simple and clearly arranged
control

Cleaning brush

Machine anchoring
Hardmetal saw band precision
guide

Cut material slide

Proline 520.450 H

Standard equipment includes automatic downfeed pressure regulation (AFDR system). The machine
may be equipped with a wide range of optional accessories. Cutting lines according to speciﬁc
customers’ requirements may be built by adding various handling systems.

Price list

Cutting parameters
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* all the prices are excluding VAT

450

520x450 520x450

450

400

400

500x225

Technical data

Machine dimensions

Working mode ................................. semiautomatic
Mitre cuts range ................................................... 0°
Drive ..................................... 4 kW, 3x400 V/50 Hz
Saw band speed ............................ 20 - 120 m/min.
Saw band dimensions .............. 6 020x41x1,3 mm
Material loading height ............................. 780 mm
Max. weight of fed material ........................3 460 kg

Length.......................................... 2 890 mm
Width .......................................... 1 209 mm
Height ......................................... 2 031 mm
Weight ........................................... 1 600 kg

Conveyors and accessories

0°
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Proline 520.450 H

With a wide range of accessories and connection pieces to BOMAR bandsaws, the “T” System is an ideal
partner for handling material in your workshop. For handling heavier materials the X series conveyors may
be used. Thanks to their default length,roller tracks may be ﬂexibly adjusted to any environment.

Connection of the conveyor to the machine - detail

Steel rollers of the „T“ series
conveyors provide smooth material
feeding
„T“ type roller conveyor

Adjustable feet for easier
adjustment of the ground

Sample assembly
Ord.num.

Description

Marking

101.336.B1

Proline 520.450 H

253.T542-06-6D3

Roller conveyor - 2m input

T540-2G

253.T542-06-6D3

Roller conveyor - 2m output

T540-2G

EUR/Pcs

Innovative accessories
Proline 520.450 H bandsaw is supplied with unrivalled equipment. With intelligent optional equipment and accessories,
the machine may be adapted precisely to individual requirements.
…for more information see page 110

Micro-spray system

Saw band tension indicator

Chip removing gun

For ideal cutting of pipes and proﬁles,
the micro-spray unit applies a grease
ﬁlm on the teeth points and lateral sides
of the saw band.

The saw band tension indicator provides
permanent control of the band tension,
even during the machine operation.

Tool for fast and easy cleaning of
the machine from chips and burrs.

Laser Liner

Clamping pressure regulation

Workspace lighting

The laser unit copies the exact line in
the saw band axis to the material. Laser
Liner allows precise adjustment of the
marked material.

Clamping pressure of both clamping
cylinders is set centrally to prevent
deformations of thin-wall pipes and
proﬁles.

A halogen lamp for lighting the
workspace, adjustable and mounted
on the ﬂexible arm.

Bundle clamping device

Third coolant supply

Tenzomat

Device for clamping materials in layers
and bundles with the use of an additional
vertical clamping unit.

The third coolant supply is used for extra
wide materials. The coolant supply is
ﬂexible and may be individually adjusted
to the material shape.

A precise measuring tool for the
control of the saw band tension
when a new band is installed.
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Proline 320.280 ANC
This automatic bandsaw of a double-column construction,
designed for perpendicular cuts of materials up to 280 mm in
diameter, provides high quality at an affordable price.
The saw arm is guided by two robust columns and laid on
preloaded, no-clearance linear guiding on one side and on
auxiliary guiding on the other side. The excellent cutting performance results from these features: a three-sided hardmetal
precision guide, 27 mm high saw band, and synchronous
running brush for chips removal.
Material feed under the band, material clamping, and arm
downfeed are controlled hydraulically.
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The maximum length of an individual feed is 600 mm. Data
are entered in the form of a dialogue via an easy-to-control
membrane keyboard and display.
The programming is performed in simple steps, and thanks to
a graphic display of individual sections it is easy to control for
the user. After switching the machine to the manual mode, all
functions may be controlled separately.
All control elements are located on the freely-adjustable
control panel.
Material clamping is performed by full-stroke vices. The machine is equipped with a frequency convertor that allows the

band’s optimal speed to be set against the processed material
within the 20-120 m/min range; this signiﬁcantly increases
both the saw band lifetime and the machine productivity.
The band is tilted against the vice load surface at 2° angle,
which signiﬁcantly reduces cutting times and contributes to a
longer saw band lifetime.
Thanks to their arms rigidity, double-column bandsaws with a
ﬁxed arm position achieve much shorter cutting times (especially in cutting full materials) than machines with articulated
saw arms.

Industrial motor with worm
gearbox
Both-sided linear guiding of the saw arm

Arm laid on linear guiding

Height-adjustable arm upper
position
Automatic downfeed pressure
regulation

Full-stroke clamping vices
Cleaning brush

Hardmetal saw band precision
guide

Simple and clearly arranged
control

Sectional vice
Cut material slide

Freely-adjustable control panel

Proline 320.280 ANC

Standard equipment includes automatic downfeed pressure regulation. The machine may be
equipped with a wide range of optional accessories and handling devices.

Price list

Cutting parameters
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* all the prices are excluding VAT

280

320x280

320x280

280

150

150

320x140

Technical data

Machine dimensions

Working mode ........................................ automatic
Mitre cuts range ................................................... 0°
Drive .................................. 2,2 kW, 3x400 V/50 Hz
Saw band speed ............................ 20 - 120 m/min.
Saw band dimensions .............. 3 800x27x0,9 mm
Material loading height ............................. 780 mm
Single material feed ................................. 600 mm
Max. weight of fed material ...................... 2 180 kg

Length.......................................... 1 950 mm
Width .......................................... 1 950 mm
Height ......................................... 2 000 mm
Weight ........................................... 1 000 kg

Conveyors and accessories

0°
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Proline 320.280 ANC

With a wide range of accessories and connection pieces to BOMAR bandsaws, the “T” System is an ideal
partner for handling material in your workshop. For handling heavier materials the X series conveyors may
be used. Thanks to their default length,roller tracks may be ﬂexibly adjusted to any environment.

Steel rollers of the „X“ series
conveyors provide smooth feeding of
heavier materials.

„X“ type roller conveyor

SECURFLEX safety system

Sample assembly
Ord.num.

Description

101.225.B1

Proline 320.280 ANC

X452-15-2C3
255.653

Roller conveyor - 2m input
Connecting part X 450 input
System SECURFLEX

Marking

EUR/Pcs

X450

Innovative accessories

Chip remover
Chip extractor with grabs for an integrated system of collection in Proline
machines. The saw is prepared for the
chip remover installation, which may be
Plug-and-Play connected.

Proline 320.280 ANC bandsaw is supplied with unrivalled equipment. With intelligent optional equipment and accessories,
the machine may be adapted precisely to individual requirements.
…for more information see page 110

Micro-spray system

Saw band tension indicator

Chip removing gun

For ideal cutting of pipes and proﬁles,
the micro-spray unit applies a grease
ﬁlm on the teeth points and lateral sides
of the saw band.

The saw band tension indicator provides
permanent control of the band tension,
even during the machine operation.

Tool for fast and easy cleaning of
the machine from chips and burrs.

Laser Liner

Clamping pressure regulation

Workspace lighting

The laser unit copies the exact line in
the saw band axis to the material. Laser
Liner allows precise adjustment of the
marked material.

Clamping pressure of both clamping
cylinders is set centrally to prevent
deformations of thin-wall pipes and
proﬁles.

A halogen lamp for lighting the
workspace, adjustable and mounted
on the ﬂexible arm.

Bundle clamping device

Third coolant supply

Tenzomat

Device for clamping materials in layers
and bundles with the use of an additional
vertical clamping unit.

The third coolant supply is used for extra
wide materials. The coolant supply is
ﬂexible and may be individually adjusted
to the material shape.

A precise measuring tool for the
control of the saw band tension
when a new band is installed.
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Proline 420.350 ANC
This automatic bandsaw of a double-column construction, designed for perpendicular cuts of materials up to 350 mm in
diameter, provides high quality at an affordable price.
The saw arm is guided by two robust columns and laid on
preloaded, no-clearance linear guiding on one side and on
auxiliary guiding on the other side. The excellent cutting performance results from these features: a three-sided hardmetal
precision guide, 34 mm high saw band, and synchronous running brush for chips removal.
Material feed under the band, material clamping, and arm
downfeed are controlled hydraulically.
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The maximum length of an individual feed is 600 mm. Data
are entered via an easy-to-control membrane keyboard and
display. The programming is performed in simple steps, and
thanks to a graphic display of individual sections it is easy to
control for the user. After switching the machine to the manual
mode, all functions may be controlled separately.
All control elements are located on the freely-adjustable control
panel.
Material clamping is performed by full-stroke vices. The machine is equipped with a frequency convertor that allows the
band’s optimal speed to be set against the processed material

within the 20-120 m/min range; this signiﬁcantly increases
both the saw band lifetime and the machine productivity.
The band is tilted against the vice load surface at 2° angle,
which signiﬁcantly reduces cutting times and contributes to a
longer saw band lifetime.
Thanks to their arms rigidity, double-column bandsaws with a
ﬁxed arm position achieve much shorter cutting times (especially in cutting full materials) than machines with articulated
saw arms.

Industrial motor with worm
gearbox
Both-sided linear guiding of the saw arm

Arm laid on linear guiding

Height-adjustable arm upper
position
Automatic downfeed pressure
regulation

Full-stroke clamping vices
Cleaning brush

Hardmetal saw band precision
guide

Simple and clearly arranged
control

Sectional vice
Cut material slide

Freely-adjustable control panel

Proline 420.350 ANC

Standard equipment includes automatic downfeed pressure regulation (AFDR system). The machine
may be equipped with a wide range of optional accessories. Cutting lines according to speciﬁc
customers’ requirements may be built by adding various handling systems.

Price list

Cutting parameters
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* all the prices are excluding VAT

350

420x350

420x350

350

250

250

420x175

Technical data

Machine dimensions

Working mode ........................................ automatic
Mitre cuts range ................................................... 0°
Drive ..................................... 4 kW, 3x400 V/50 Hz
Saw band speed ............................ 20 - 120 m/min.
Saw band dimensions .............. 4 780x34x1,1 mm
Material loading height ............................. 780 mm
Single material feed ................................. 600 mm
Max. weight of fed material ...................... 2 180 kg

Length.......................................... 2 900 mm
Width .......................................... 2 050 mm
Height ......................................... 2 400 mm
Weight ........................................... 1 200 kg

Conveyors and accessories
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Proline 420.350 ANC

With a wide range of accessories and connection pieces to BOMAR bandsaws, the “T” System is an ideal
partner for handling material in your workshop. For handling heavier materials the X series conveyors may
be used. Thanks to their default length,roller tracks may be ﬂexibly adjusted to any environment.

Steel rollers of the „X“ series
conveyors provide smooth feeding of
heavier materials.

„X“ type roller conveyor

SECURFLEX safety system

Sample assembly
Ord.num.

Description

101.226.B1

Proline 420.350 ANC

X452-15-2C3
255.653

Roller conveyor - 2m input
Connecting part X 450 input
System SECURFLEX

Marking

EUR/Pcs

X450

Innovative accessories
Chip remover
Chip extractor with grabs for an integrated system of collection in Proline
machines. The saw is prepared for the
chip remover installation, which may be
Plug-and-Play connected.

Proline 420.350 ANC bandsaw is supplied with unrivalled equipment. With intelligent optional equipment and accessories,
the machine may be adapted precisely to individual requirements.
…for more information see page 110

Micro-spray system

Saw band tension indicator

Chip removing gun

For ideal cutting of pipes and proﬁles,
the micro-spray unit applies a grease
ﬁlm on the teeth points and lateral sides
of the saw band.

The saw band tension indicator provides
permanent control of the band tension,
even during the machine operation.

Tool for fast and easy cleaning of
the machine from chips and burrs.

Laser Liner

Clamping pressure regulation

Workspace lighting

The laser unit copies the exact line in
the saw band axis to the material. Laser
Liner allows precise adjustment of the
marked material.

Clamping pressure of both clamping
cylinders is set centrally to prevent
deformations of thin-wall pipes and
proﬁles.

A halogen lamp for lighting the
workspace, adjustable and mounted
on the ﬂexible arm.

Bundle clamping device

Third coolant supply

Tenzomat

Device for clamping materials in layers
and bundles with the use of an additional
vertical clamping unit.

The third coolant supply is used for extra
wide materials. The coolant supply is
ﬂexible and may be individually adjusted
to the material shape.

A precise measuring tool for the
control of the saw band tension
when a new band is installed.
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Proline 520.450 ANC
This automatic bandsaw of a double-column construction, designed for perpendicular cuts of materials up to 450 mm in
diameter, provides high quality at an affordable price.
The saw arm is guided by two robust columns and laid on
preloaded, no-clearance linear guiding on one side and on
auxiliary guiding on the other side. The excellent cutting performance results from these features: a three-sided hardmetal
precision guide, 41 mm high saw band, and synchronous running brush for chips removal.
Material feed under the band, material clamping, and arm
downfeed are controlled hydraulically.
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The maximum length of an individual feed is 600 mm. Data are
entered in the form of a dialogue via an easy-to-control membrane keyboard and display. The programming is performed
in simple steps, and thanks to a graphic display of individual
sections it is easy to control for the user. After switching the
machine to the manual mode, all functions may be controlled
separately.
All control elements are located on the freely-adjustable control
panel.
Material clamping is performed by full-stroke vices. The machine is equipped with a frequency convertor that allows the

band’s optimal speed to be set against the processed material
within the 20-120 m/min range; this signiﬁcantly increases
both the saw band lifetime and the machine productivity.
The band is tilted against the vice load surface at 2° angle,
which signiﬁcantly reduces cutting times and contributes to a
longer saw band lifetime.
Thanks to their arms rigidity, double-column bandsaws with a
ﬁxed arm position achieve much shorter cutting times (especially in cutting full materials) than machines with articulated
saw arms.

Industrial motor with worm
gearbox
Both-sided linear guiding of the saw arm
Arm laid on linear guiding

Height-adjustable arm upper
position

Automatic downfeed pressure
regulation

Cleaning brush

Hardmetal saw band precision
guide
Simple and clearly arranged
control

Freely-adjustable control panel

Cut material slide

Sectional vice

Proline 520.450 ANC

Standard equipment includes automatic downfeed pressure regulation (AFDR system). The machine
may be equipped with a wide range of optional accessories. Cutting lines according to speciﬁc
customers’ requirements may be built by adding various handling systems.

Price list

Cutting parameters

0°

* all the prices are excluding VAT

450

520x450 520x450

450

400

400

500x225

Technical data

Machine dimensions

Working mode ........................................ automatic
Mitre cuts range ................................................... 0°
Drive ..................................... 4 kW, 3x400 V/50 Hz
Saw band speed ............................ 20 - 120 m/min.
Saw band dimensions .............. 6 020x41x1,3 mm
Material loading height ............................. 780 mm
Single material feed ................................. 600 mm
Max. weight of fed material ...................... 3 460 kg

Length.......................................... 2 900 mm
Width .......................................... 2 050 mm
Height ......................................... 2 400 mm
Weight ........................................... 1 600 kg

Conveyors and accessories
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Proline 520.450 ANC

With a wide range of accessories and connection pieces to BOMAR bandsaws, the “T” System is an ideal
partner for handling material in your workshop. For handling heavier materials the X series conveyors may
be used. Thanks to their default length,roller tracks may be ﬂexibly adjusted to any environment.

Steel rollers of the „X“ series
conveyors provide smooth feeding of
heavier materials.

„X“ type roller conveyor

SECURFLEX safety system

Sample assembly
Ord.num.

Description

101.227.B1

Proline 520.450 ANC

X552-12-2C3
255.653

Roller conveyor - 2m input
Connecting part X 550 input
System SECURFLEX

Marking

EUR/Pcs

X550

IInnovative
ti accessories
i
Chip remover
Chip extractor with grabs for an integrated system of collection in Proline
machines. The saw is prepared for the
chip remover installation, which may be
Plug-and-Play connected.

Proline 520.450 ANC bandsaw is supplied with unrivalled equipment. With intelligent optional equipment and accessories,
the machine may be adapted precisely to individual requirements.
…for more information see page 110

Micro-spray system

Saw band tension indicator

Chip removing gun

For ideal cutting of pipes and proﬁles,
the micro-spray unit applies a grease
ﬁlm on the teeth points and lateral sides
of the saw band.

The saw band tension indicator provides
permanent control of the band tension,
even during the machine operation.

Tool for fast and easy cleaning of
the machine from chips and burrs.

Laser Liner

Clamping pressure regulation

Workspace lighting

The laser unit copies the exact line in
the saw band axis to the material. Laser
Liner allows precise adjustment of the
marked material.

Clamping pressure of both clamping
cylinders is set centrally to prevent
deformations of thin-wall pipes and
proﬁles.

A halogen lamp for lighting the
workspace, adjustable and mounted
on the ﬂexible arm.

Bundle clamping device

Third coolant supply

Tenzomat

Device for clamping materials in layers
and bundles with the use of an additional
vertical clamping unit.

The third coolant supply is used for extra
wide materials. The coolant supply is
ﬂexible and may be individually adjusted
to the material shape.

A precise measuring tool for the
control of the saw band tension
when a new band is installed.
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